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HONOR STATEMENT
“I affirm that my work upholds the highest standards of honesty and academic integrity at the
University of Washington, and that I have neither given nor received any unauthorized assistance
on this exam.”
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• Your exam should consist of this cover sheet, followed by 4 problems and a bonus question.
Check that you have a complete exam.
• Pace yourself. You have 50 minutes to complete the exam and there are 4 problems. Try
not to spend more than 10 minutes on each problem.
• Show all your work and justify your answers.
• Your answers should be exact values rather than decimal approximations. (For example,
is an exact answer and is preferable to its decimal approximation 0.7854.)

π
4

• You may use TI-30X IIS calculator and one 8.5×11-inch sheet of handwritten notes. All
other electronic devices (including graphing calculators) are forbidden.
• The use of headphones or earbuds during the exam is not permitted.
• There are multiple versions of the exam, you have signed an honor statement, and cheating
is a hassle for everyone involved. DO NOT CHEAT.
• Turn your cell phone OFF and put it AWAY for the duration of the exam.
GOOD LUCK!
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1. (15 Points) Short Answer.
Give an example of each of the following. If there is no such example, write NOT POSSIBLE.
(a) Give an example of three linearly dependent vectors in R3 that span R3 .

(b) Give an example of a linear system of equations consisting of an infinite number of
distinct equations with precisely one solution.

(c) Give an example of three distinct vectors in R2 that do not span R2 .

(d) Give an example of a matrix in echelon form with a pivot in every column where
there are more columns than rows.

(e) Give an example of a set of linearly dependent vectors in R3 such that when you
remove any one of the three vectors, the remaining set is linearly independent and
spans R3 .
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2. (10 points) Let x2 + y 2 = ax + by + c be the formula for a circle in R2 that contains the
points (2, 0), (2, 4), (4, 2). Find the values for a, b and c using techniques we learned in this
class.
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3. (10 points) Determine if one of the vectors is in the span of the other vectors.
HINT: Can you think of a relationship between span and linear independence that might
help you determine this without having to explicitly write one of the vectors as a linear
combination of the others? Apply a theorem from class.
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4. (15 points)
(a) Find all values of a such that the set of vectors {v~1 , v~2 , v~3 } is linearly dependent.
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(b) Can you use part (a) to give the values of a such that the set spans R3 ? If so, what are
they? Explain your thinking.
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BONUS: (5 points) Consider the upper-half hemisphere,
H = {(x, y, z) | x2 + y 2 + z 2 = 1 and z > 0}.
Let v~1 , v~2 , v~3 be vectors starting at the origin, each pointing to a unique point on H.
(a) Is the set {v~1 , v~2 , v~3 } necessarily linearly independent? Explain your answer.

(b) Remove one vector (any one of them) from the set. Is the remaining set linearly
independent? Explain your answer.

(c) Repeat part (b), but modify the set H: let H = {(x, y, z) | x2 + y 2 + z 2 = 1 and z ≥ 0}.

